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Abstract. Information centric networks (ICN), a new approach for content dis-
semination networks, has gained significant attention fromresearchers and
practioners in recent years. ICN is an alternative to host-centric TCP/IP based
architectures such as peer-to-peer networks (P2P) and content distribution net-
works (CDN). ICN performance analysis poses novel challenges. We consider a
new design for an ICN relying on a third-party publishing area name resolution
approach. The name resolution policy is responsible for directing requests to
known content replicas inside the publishing areas, whereas the cache network
offers support to opportunistic searching, routing and caching policies. That
way, requests may be solved before reaching the publishing areas. In this paper,
we propose a mathematical model yielding performance metrics such as mean
time to find a searched content and the load experienced by theservers custodi-
ans as a function of the load issued by the users and the network topology.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, content distribution is on focus (e.g. Youtube [Youtube 2014], Netflix [Net-
flix 2014], VideoAula@RNP [Land 2014]). According to [Cisco2013], global IP traf-
fic will reach 1,4 zettabytes per year, or 120,6 hexabytes permonth by 2017, in what
comprises a zettabyte era. This is manly attributed to videotraffic, corresponding to ap-
proximately 80 to 90 percentage of global consumer traffic by2017. Today, host-to-host
network architectures, such as content distribution networks (CDN) and peer-to-peer net-
works, provide support for content dissemination.

In CDNs, origin serversstore at least one replica of all published contents. In
addition, origin servers have pointers to all content replicas stored in the network and
central controllers are deployed to direct users’ requeststo content replicas. The most
popular contents are replicated closer to the users (e.g. Akamai Networks). In P2P sys-
tems, users (also know aspeers) act simultaneously as clients and servers (e.g. Bittorrent
Networks). Despite the success of current CDNs and P2P systems, the future scalability
of those architectures still poses significant challenges.

In a scenario where thousands of mobile nodes will be requesting contents, central
controllers at CDNs may not scale well according to the load issued by users. In P2P net-
works, the throughput might not perfectly scale with respect to users’ demand [de Souza e
Silva et al. 2013]. A networked-centric proposal, named information centric network
(ICN) [Carofiglio et al. 2013], has emerged as an alternativeto deal with this scalability
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issues. In ICNs, all searched content is previously stored in the network, through sub-
scriptions by publishers. A universal caching strategy is deployed where caching can be
potentially implemented by all routers in the network.

Caching strategies in information centric networks pose new challenges [Diallo
et al. 2013, Muscariello et al. 2011, Muscariello et al. 2010, Zhang et al. 2013]. In in-
formation centric networks, caching and replacement policies take place in every cache
equipped device, at line-speed. The solutions deployed forcontent dissemination net-
works nowadays rely somehow on application layer solutionson top of TCP/IP networks,
designed for host-to-host communications, imposing thus functional limitations for line-
speed caching. Information centric network is designed fordirect host to network com-
munications encompassing routers fledged with line-speed caching capabilities.

In this paper, we consider a novel ICN architecture framework. Thus, we do not
rely on add-ons onto previous ICN architecture proposals. The routers are disposed along
hierarchical tiers domains, with a random lookup search strategy exploring the vicinity of
caches within domains, so as to opportunistically try to reach contents being requested by
users. Publishing areas provide at least one replica of eachpublished contents at the top
of the hierarchy, comprising a third party name resolution approach.

In our previous work [Domingues et al. 2013], we focused our analysis in one
domain and considered a fixed cost for the publishing area. Inthis paper, our main con-
tributions are: (a) the development of an analytical model which yields closed form ex-
pressions for performance metrics across the entire network, (b) the study of the tradeoffs
between the delay spent on searching for content along the tiers and the total load reach-
ing the publishing areas and (c) an evaluation of how the content replacement policy
proposed in this paper (known asreinforced counters) reduces the delay to find popular
contents, considering a given search cost at the publishingareas. The analytical model
is inspired by reliability theory concepts [de Souza e Silvaand Muntz 1992]. The model
yields metrics such as the mean time to find a content and the total load not filtered across
the network, reaching the publishing areas.

As stated in [Chai et al. 2013,Fayazbakhsh et al. 2013], ubiquitous caching across
an entire network can be excessive. For this reason, our architecture does not account for
a network wherein all the routers will cache contents. In fact, we consider a network
assisted topology to publishing areas offering name resolution policies. Those policies
are supplied by third parties at the publishing areas. We focus our attention on the infra-
structure from users up to the publishing areas. The name resolution policies might be
offered, for instance, by a CDN already deployed over a TCP/IP network.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section2 presents related
work and a background on Information Centric Networks. Section 3 introduces the pro-
posed ICN system design, Section 4 contains the analytical model and in Section 5 we
present numerical results obtained with the proposed model. Section 6 concludes the
paper.
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2. Related Work
A survey comprising many architectures being considered for ICN can be found in [Xy-
lomenos et al. 2014]. The ICN proposed architectures can be classified into structured
topology architectures, such as Dona [Koponen et al. 2007],Psirp [Fotiou et al. 2012]
and NetInf [Dannewitz et al. 2013] and unstructured topology architectures, such as
[Rosensweig et al. 2010]. Dona consists of an hierarchy of domains, wherein a reso-
lution handler (RH) knows the replica storage placement of all the content published in
descendent domains. RHs placed in the highest domain are aware of all the content pub-
lished in the entire network. Psirp and Netinf are proposalsthat deploy Distributed Hash
Tables (DHT). Many unsolved security vulnerabilities are able to disrupt the pre-defined
operation of DHTs nodes [Urdaneta et al. 2011]. Those proposals adopts a service for
resolving names to addresses. Dona uses resolution handlers to offer this service. Psirp
uses rendez-vous nodes to match request and information about published contents. The
service for resolving names in NetInf is called NRS (name resolution system).

NDN [Jacobson et al. 2009] propose a non structured geometrytopology for
routing requests. Routing tables, supporting name aggregation, route requests, towards
custodian servers, leaving a trail calledbread crumbs. Content is delivered from the
custodians to the users according to the reverse paths set bythe breadcrumbs. The routes
can also forward content to caches across the network. Avoiding an explosion of the
size of the routing tables becomes an important challenge. To enhance the discovery of
cached contents, Rosensweig et al. [Rosensweig et al. 2010]allow bread crumbs not
to be consumed on the fly, when content flows towards users. This preserves for some
time the breadcrumb trails for previously downloaded contents. Other proposals such as
[Fricker et al. 2012], [Chiocchetti et al. 2013], also basedon routing content tables, try to
enhance the performance of the network in what concerns the mean time to hit a searched
content and the total load arriving at the custodians. Nevertheless, the updating process
of content routing tables becomes also another big challenge for architectures based on
content routing table designs.

In this article, we avoid the drawbacks mentioned above. To this aim, we propose
a novel architecture with cache-routers disposed across hierarchical domains. Random
walks are issued to explore domains’ vicinity, so as to allowopportunistic encounters
with the searched content. That way, we avoid the drawbacks of structured geometries, as
well as the problem of fulfilling routing tables. Our design comprises a network assisted
topology to publishing areas relying on a service for resolving names, offered by third
parties. We do not consider ubiquitous caching across the entire network.

3. System Design
Our system comprises a logical hierarchy consisting of tiers. Each tier is divided into
domains: a set of interconnected routers able to store content replicas. Each router be-
longs to only one domain. Figure 1 displays routers forwarding requests towards a single
publishing area (green arrows). Copies of popular contentsmay be cached into routers
within the domains. The search strategy within a domain allowsopportunisticencounters
at random (purple arrows), between users’ requests flowing to the publishing area and
replicas stored within the domains. This prevents certain requests to reach the publishing
area. Content follows the reverse path (blue arrows) left bya request as it traverses the
network. This trail left by a request is erased as the contentis delivered to the users.
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In this work, in contrast to our previous work [Domingues et al. 2013], we con-
sider that all routers within a domain are virtually connected through an IP network. Each
router can choose any other router in the same domain as the next hop during the random
walk. In our previous work, the flow issued by the users was modeled according to a fluid
model. Also, we have focused on the analysis of a single domain. We considered a fixed
delay cost up to the publishing area and extra domains a request should cross, in case a
searched content has not been found within the domain. In thepresent work, we provide
a mathematical model for the entire network, comprising alldomains a request should
cross to hit a searched content.

Figure 1. ICN proposed architecture

Each published content in the network is identified by a unique hash keyinf .
Each router in the network contains a set of counters, named reinforced counters, with two
thresholds: an upper and a lower one. All counters are initialized to their lower thresholds.
Whenever a request for the contentinf reaches a router, either (i) an already pre-allocated
counter forinf is incremented in this router by one or (ii) a free counter is allocated for
inf in this router and incremented by one. The reinforced counters are decreased solely
based on time. Whenever the counter forinf reaches the upper threshold in a router, the
respective content forinf becomes cached while crossing this router towards the users.
In contrast, whenever the counter forinf reaches the lower threshold in a router, if the
content forinf is cached at this router, this content gets immediately removed and the
correspondent counter is deallocated frominf . As the requests are forwarded upwards
across the hierarchy, the set ofbackward pointers is maintained. Those pointers are named
bread crumbs. When content is located in the network, it is delivered backto the users
following the reverse path of the bread crumbs. As the content follows the path ofbread
crumbs, the trail is erased. Random walks within domains do not generate bread crumbs.
This means that random walks do not impose extra hops/side effects when content is
delivered to users.

4. Model
We propose an analytical model that takes into account the impact of the delay introduced
when content is searched via random walk, the influence of thenumber of tiers and the
reinforced counters. We seek to obtain the following performance goals: (i) to reduce the
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variable description

T maximum time of a walker within each domain
L(T ) lifetime of random walk in a tier domain
R(T ) probability of not hitting content
H(T ) hitting time for a request reach a searched content
N number of caches in a domain
Φ number of domains a request should cross up to the publishingarea
TΦ(λ) mean time to find a content at the publishing area
λ mean load entering the publishing area

Table 1. Notation.

total load reaching the areas where at least one copy of all published content is stored and
(ii) to enhance the mean user experience time delay to find popular content. More than
one replica of the searched content can be present in the domain. Within each domain,
a walker explores the domain jumping from cache to cache. We consider all caches are
logically fully connected. In what conforms implementation, an IP network can support
the jumps of a walker between two caches not physically connected. The maximum time
a walker spends in any domain is a fixed parameterT and the number of caches in a
domain is a fixed parameterN .

Request for contents arrive at each domain according to a Poisson process. The
probability that a request does not find the searched contentin a given domain is indepen-
dent of that probability in previous searched domains. We assume the time required for
the processing and transmission of requests at each step of arandom walk is an exponen-
tially distributed random variable with rateγ. We model the dynamics of the reinforced
counter as a birth-death process at each cache. The birth rate is given by the arrival rate
Λ of requests to the cache and the death rate by an exponential random variable with rate
µ, a parameter that can be set by the system tailored for best performance through proper
allocation of contents along the network tier domains.

Let pm = m/N be the fraction of caches containing the desired replicas, which
are present inm out ofN caches in a domain. LetR(t|J = j,M = m) be the probability
that a walker does not find a searched content, givenj transitions occurred by timet, with
m desired replicas present at the domain. For the topology considered, we approximate
aspm the probability each walker succeeds on finding the desired content after each tran-
sition. Therefore, the probability that the walker does notfind the desired content afterj
transitions is

R(t|J = j,M = m) = (1− pm)
j (1)

Let γ be the rate at which a walker jumps across caches in a domain. We assume
that the time between jumps (i.e. time a walker spends in a cache plus transmission time
between caches) is characterized by an exponential random variable with rateγ. Then,
unconditioning (1) we obtain:

R(t|M = m) = e−γpmt (2)
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The derivation of (2) is found in Appendix B.

Given the reinforced counter is modeled as a birth-death process, the probability
πup(k), at steady state, that the counter is greater than an upper thresholdk equals to the
probability that there exists, at steady state, at leastk users in aM/M/1 queue. LetΛ be
the birth rate andµ be the death rate of the counter. Letρ = Λ

µ
. Then,πup(k) is given by

πup(k) =
∞
∑

i=k

ρi (1− ρ) (3)

Unconditioning (2), and noting that the probability that each cache holds the content is
given by (3), we obtain

R(t) =
[(

e−γt/N
)

πup(k) + (1− πup(k))
]N

(4)

The derivation of (4) is found in Appendix C.

According to (4),R(t) → (1 − πup(k))
N ast → ∞. As the random walk time

increases, the probability that the walker does not find the searched content approaches
the probability that allN caches within the domain do not hold the searched content.

Let T be the maximum time a walker spends in each domain. Then, the expected
lifetime of a walker within a domain is

E[L(T )] =

∫ T

0

R(t)dt (5)

The derivation of (5) is found in [de Souza e Silva and Gail 2000].

Let Φ be the number of domains a request should cross to reach the publishing
area. LetRi(T ) be the probability that a search fails at domaini andE[Li(T )] the lifetime
of a walker within domaini. The probabilityΨv(T ) that a request has not yet hit a content
after leaving domainv = 1, 2, . . . ,Φ is:

Ψv(T ) =

v
∏

i=1

Ri(T ) (6)

The publishing area loadλ is given byΨΦ(T ) times the load coming from the users,i.e.,
the publishing area load is the fraction of requests that reaches the publishing area. Let
E[H(T )] be the expected hitting time of a request across the entire network, accounting
for the time required for the publishing area to serve the request if needed. SettingΨ0 = 1,
E[H(T )] is given by:

E[H(T )] =

(

Φ
∑

i=1

E[Li(T )]Ψi−1(T )

)

+ TΦ(λ)ΨΦ(T ), (7)

whereTΦ(λ) is the mean cost (measured in time units) to retrieve a content at the publish-
ing area as a function of the mean loadλ entering the publishing area.
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5. Numerical Results

In this section we show the effects of load aggregation alonga network architecture with
multiple logical domains, comparing the multiple domain architecture with a single do-
main architecture. Dividing the network into multiple domains yields better performance
than having a single domain. We consider scalability costs at the publishing area. Our
reference topologies are illustrated in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b).

In the first topology, we have a single tier whereas in the second topology, three
tiers. In both topologies, the same amount of caches are deployed in what concerns the
number of caches connected to the users. Nonetheless, in themulti-tiered topology, there
are additionally, 3000 caches placed at middle domain and 1000 caches at a single domain
close to the publishing area. The multi tiered topology allows load aggregation across the
tiers. The same incoming load from users is used in both topologies. The incoming load
from users is modeled as a Poisson process. For the sake of analysis, it is considered a
scenario with an homogeneous distributed load from users entering the tier connected to
the users.

(a) (b)
Figure 2. (a) 1-Tier Architecture (b) 3-Tiers Architecture

The mean cost timeW to access the publishing area servers will be a function
of the amount of trafficλ hitting the publishing area, as scalability costs are takeninto
account at this area. To illustrate the impact of the load of users, the publishing area
search cost is modeled as an M/M/1 queue, with service capacity µ. The mean waiting
time experienced by users equals toW = 1/(µ − λ). Figure 3 illustrates howW varies
as a function ofλ. It is possible to observe there is a critical valueλ∗ after whichW starts
growing exponentially.

Random walks spends a maximum timeT at each domain. The probabilityR(T )
a request reaches the publish area is illustrated in Figure 4(a), as a function ofT . The blue
line is obtained for the architecture with a single tier. Thereinforced counters parameters
selected (upper threshold and decreasing rate), for the given input load from the users in
the figure, enforces the probability a cache stores a contentbecoming negligible in the
bottom tier. We can observe, in the single tier topology, that all the input flow coming
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Figure 3. Average server processing time as a function of λ

from users is redirected to the publishing area. In this scenario, no filtering effects on
requests is obtained. The green line, in contrast, depicts load aggregation effects due to
placing additional tiers in the multi tiered topology. The reinforced counters parameters
are the same across all tiers in this topology. Also, the input load coming from users, in
both topologies, are the same. Due to load aggregation effects in the upper tiers, asT
increases, the probability a request does not reach the publishing area decreases almost to
zero in the multi tiered topology.

The mean expected hitting time across the network is a function of the probability
a request is filtered by the cache network. Henceforth, the content mean searching delay
in the network benefits from load aggregation effects acrossthe multiple tiers, when there
is a non negligible searching cost within the publishing areas, as depicted in Figure 4(b).
AsT increases, the mean time to hit the desired content first decreases and then increases.
We can see there is an upper bound forT up to which the random walk implies the mean
time to hit the searched content will decrease. At the servers in the publishing area, the
mean time to retrieve a content is considered to be an exponential increasing function of
the load. The flat blue line in Figure 4(b) is the cost for retrieving information in the
publishing area if no caches were present. In this case, the load from users would be sent
directly to the publishing area. For the given input load, users would incur a mean delay
of 1000 seconds at the publishing area if no caches were deployed in the network.

6. Conclusion

Information centric networks are on focus today due to network architecture changes fore-
seen according to future users’ demands challenges. In thispaper, we presented a math-
ematical model that allows the performance evaluation of a new proposed architecture,
relying on opportunistic encounters between demanded requests and supply of contents
previously published and stored.

Our model computes metrics such as mean time to find a content and probability a
request reaches the publishing areas. We have focused on theperformance tradeoffs of the
architecture. A delay is imposed by our searching strategy,in favor of maximizing user
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(a) (b)
Figure 4. (a) Prob. Request reaches Publishing Area, and (b) Mean Expected
Time a request hits the searched content along the entire network

experience, under a non-cooperative cache network, with the absence of global knowledge
entities, targeting reducing operational complexity costs for the architecture.

This work also opens additional avenues for future research. One such problem
consists of determining the impact of parallel random walksacross tiers at the same level
of the hierarchy as well as across different levels. Also, the model opens the possibility
for storage capacity planning whenever the amount of cache storage space turns not to be
unlimited in the caches.
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Appendix A: Terminology

In this appendix we summarize the terminology adopted throughout the paper.

• cache-router: a router augmented with a cache.
• domain: logical set of cache-routers.
• tier: a set of domains. Each domain is contained in a tier. TierN is the bottom

tier, and receives user requests. The top tier is connected to the servers.
• server: element that store fixed copies of the content (also known as custodian in

the literature of cache networks).
• message:a request or a search message.
• request: a message that goes from users to tierN , or inter-tiers, or from the

top-tier to the servers.
• search message:a random walk message that goes intra-tier.
• bread crumb: a piece of information about a content consisting of a backward

pointer and a hash key of the content that it refers to.
• reinforced counter: a counter that determines whether content should be stored

at a given cache-router.

Appendix B: Derivation of (2)

In this appendix, we show how to obtainR(t|M = m) from (1). As stated in Section 4,
R(t|J = j,M = m) equals to the probability that a walker does not find a searched
content, givenj transitions occurred by timet, with m desired replicas present at the
domain. We consider a fast walker such thatm does not change during the entire walk.
Let γ be the rate at which a walker jumps across caches in a domain. Unconditioning
R(t|J = j,M = m), given that the distribution ofJ follows a Poisson distribution with
parameterγ, we obtain:

R(t|M = m) =

∞
∑

j=0

(γt)j

j!
(1− pm)

ne−γt (8)

=
1

eγtpm

∞
∑

n=0

(γt(1− pm))
j

j!
e−γteγtpm (9)

=
1

eγtpm

∞
∑

n=0

(γt(1− pm))
j

j!
e−γt(1−pm) (10)

= e−γpmt (11)

Appendix C: Derivation of (4)

In this appendix, we show how to obtainR(t) from (2). As stated in Section 4, the rein-
forced counter is modeled as a birth-death process, andπup(k), at steady state, equals
to the probability the counter is greater than an upper threshold k. Unconditioning
R(t|M = m), given that the probability distribution ofM follows a Binomial distribution
with parameterπup(k), we obtain:
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R(t) =
N
∑

m=0

R(t|M = m)P (M = m) (12)

=

N
∑

m=0

R(t|M = m)

(

N

m

)

(πup(k))
m(1− πup(k))

N−m (13)

=
N
∑

m=0

e−γpmt

(

N

m

)

(πup(k))
m(1− πup(k))

N−m (14)

=
N
∑

m=0

(

N

m

)

(

e−γmt/N
)

(πup(k))
m(1− πup(k))

N−m (15)

=

N
∑

m=0

(

N

m

)

[(

e−γt/N
)

πup(k)
]m [

(1− πup(k))
N−m

]

(16)

=
[(

e−γt/N
)

πup(k) + (1− πup(k))
]N

(17)
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